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Summary 

Leon Faigenbaum, born in Gniewoszow, Poland in 1917 describes his life before the war; being 
taken to Barto-chay-a [PH] labor camp near Radom; his father being buried alive when he was 
too ill to work; running away to rejoin family in the Gniewoszow ghetto; being forced out of the 
ghetto in early 1942 and going to Zvolin; being sent to labor camps in Demblin and Stawisk; 
getting caught while attempting to run away; being taken to Budzyn labor camp, run by SS Feix 
and a Jewish leader, Stockman; being saved by Stockman when Feix was about to kill him; being 
sent to Majdanek; being saved in December 1943 by the person overseeing the shoe makers 
when other Jews were gunned down at the edge of an open grave; being taken to Plaszow 
concentration camp, led by Göth; receiving daily beatings by non-Jewish kapos; being sent to 
Auschwitz in August 1944 but the train was sent onward to Mauthasusen, a journey of eight 
days without food; surviving another selection and being put to work mining stones; 
volunteering to work as a toolmaker at St. Valentin where an Austrian manager saved him by 
teaching him the skills he lacked; being moved to Ebensee in 1945 after U.S. bombers 
destroyed the factory; being beaten so badly he could no longer work and then placed in a 
barrack with men waiting to die; witnessing cannibalism; being rescued by U.S. forces in May 
1945; spending six months in a nearby hospital; living in a DP camp before returning to his 
hometown to search for relatives; fleeing to Lodz after being warned by an old friend that Poles 
would kill any Jews who remained; returning to Austria where he stayed at a DP camp in Linz; 
marrying his wife, a woman he knew from before the war; going to Palestine in 1947 with the 
help of the Haganah; serving in the Israeli army and then working as a shoemaker; immigrating 
to the U.S in 1959 so that his wife could be reunited with a brother and sister living in 
Cleveland.  
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